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of small farms, trees, green lanes 
Oar Narn Nar Not Nor Nor * and running water surrounding it 
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M that characterizes so much of the 

ixed Letters. valley east of the Jordan. His api- 
M P Mary wrote a letter, and directed it to me, my] ; 
Tt was full of tender nothings, weweresoonto 2tY 18 large and neat looking. A 
ae You see. ae. hobby of his is the free use of slack- 

Incidentally she roasted Hartz (the milliner, . . . ea - 
He wee know. ed lime in hives containing combs 

e was charging her a fortune for a recherche j peieeoe ae empty of bees, in the honey house, 

Mary wrote a letter and directed it to Hartz, and everywhere where dryness is dee 
Saying that his last creation was the master- sired, and where it is desirable to 

piece of arts, 
And regretting. very. sweetly, that his little make the moth uncomfortable; for 

ill must wai + as 1. 
Till her wedding—/ would pay it—I was fiusn Unlike Colorado, Utah has the veg- 

and up-to-date. ular wax-moth of the east, and it 
Mary wrote a letter, but it wasn’t any good. was in Utah that I obtained my first 
1 returned her pplz. and told her to forget me, . * 7) 
aeoat she cou qe ee A sight of the animal, in the shape of 
Jame a letter and a statement, with Hartz’ 5 thi " j lenngles aiised, arty large white larvae, quite a contrast 
Mary wrote a letter—two—but got the letters to the small pink larvae of a kind of 

mixed. . : . 
Will Ward Mitchell. grain-moth that sometimes riddles
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pollen combs in Colorado, but ney- as getting out the exact amount re 
er—I say NEVER—attacks section quired, that he said it was more 
honey. A neighbor who has a few bother than it was worth. Mr. 
bees came in while we were there, Moore obviates this by a device that 

and told how he had just stopped a is used with molasses-barrels. I 
case of robbing by scattering slack- don’t know the internal workings or 
ed lime at the entrance, a kink that. the name of it, but in outward ap- 
he had evidently been put up to by” pearance it is a faucet connected 
Mr. Schach. with a set of gearings turned witha 

Mr. Lovesy himself lives in the crank. and having a dialfacearound 
city. He has fifty or sixty colonies which a hand moves, subdivided in- 
near Mr. Bouck, and from two or to gills, pints, quarts, etc. By 

2 three to six at four or five places in turing the crank fast or slow the 
and about the city, thus making it syrup or honey comes outat a corres 
possible to get an idea of the eom- ponding rate, and when the hand 
parative merits of locations. His reaches the indication of the meas- 
experience, in common with that of ure wanted, the operator stops turn- 

others, has shown that the city is ing, and the exact amount is in the 

avery poor place to winter bees. vessel. It is a rather expensive ar- 
. His back yard, which like all Salt ticle, costing some six or eight dol- 

Lake City yards is of generous pro- lars, I believe, but Mr. Moore sells 
portions, contains a number of fruit- enough honey to make it pay to 
trees, and some ten or twelve hives have it. He uses it on.a can hold 

arranged close together on benches ing about fifteen gallons. 
—a fashion that is rather common J noticed a fence separator lying 
among some of the bee-keepers under the stove, and asked aboutit. 
there. He was going to try just Mr. Moore said he had tried quite a 
once more to winter them. there, number of the fences, with plain sec- 

this time putting them ina little tions, and was now using them. for 
house with walls packed with lu- kindling wood, because he couldsee 
cern (as they call alfalfa in Utah). no advantage whatever in the re 
Mr. Lovesy crossed the plains some sults produced. I asked him par- 
forty years ago, and tells some in- ticularly about the filling around 
teresting stories of the early days— __ the edges of the combs, and he said 

such as seeing between fifteen and he could see no difference whatever 
: twenty thousand buffaloes at once, in this respect between combs pro- 

narrowly escaping a struggle with duced with fences and those in or 
wolves, ete. dinary sections. He tried the 4}x 

Mr. Moore, another bee-keeper 44 plain section. He also said that 
we called on, has a turn for ped- the combs projected so that the sec- 
dling, and has made quite a success tions were hard to pack properly. 
of delivering honey by filling ves- I did not have that experience my- 
sels that his customers bring out to self. 
the wagon. I remember I once in- I congratulated Mr. Moore on be- 
duced a neighboring farmer to take ing a bachelor, for which harmless 
along a five-gallon can of honey on sentiment I was taken to task by 
his butter route. He did so once, Mr. Lovesy as we drove on, and I 
and declared he would not do so had to do considerable explaining 
again; the honey was so thick, and before he could see the -point—in 
consequently ran slowly, and was fact, I am not sure he sees it yet. 
unmanageable in other ways, such It is funny that so many people do
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not realize what a nice thing it isto impression. It reminds me of those 
be care-free when one hasimportant nice old romantic steel engravings 
objects to accomplish that have no in the old annual gift-books of forty 
connection with money (asallshould or fifty years ago, with their old- 
have)—why, we all know that the fashioned tales, and poetry by ‘‘L. 
first requisite for what is conven- KE. L.” and Mrs, Hemans, or some- 
tionally called a ‘“thome” is unqual- thing of the same stamp;—such as 
ified surrender to the god Mammon. ‘‘The Garland”, ‘‘The Keepsake of 

T also called on Mr. Fagg, the Friendship”, ‘‘The Lady’s Album”, 
secretary of the State Association and will always remain in my mind 
(of which Mr. Lovesy is president), as a fitting embodiment of those 
but as I did not see him at his api- magic lines of Swinburne’s 

ary, and my stay was not very long, “Out of the golden remote wild west where 
I ean not report any ‘kinks, except yyy SPESPRMEDON MOTE ten 
the noteworthy point that Mr. Fage, the fulness of joy, 
like others, has found it much eas- Boao arioue Lie ma loa er tation, vay 
leritovsell a EARGE AMOUNT Of honey eee ee One eee 
to the trade thin a small amount. * * * * * * * 
He thinks there is more money in Se ea aiee foe 
extracted than in comb honey. Full of the stately repose and the lordly de- 

I presume anyone who has been Wicks ine cone eee alende are lit with the 

at Salt Lake City is expected to give inate soundiot aces witieat wlndieevoes 
some account of the lake itself. It them and sunset is red.” 
had been a cloudy day on the after- The valley of the Jordan river is 
noon of which I went to the lake, about thirty miles long, extending 
some thirteen miles distant, but nearly south-east to north-west, and 
when I reached there the sun show- twenty miles in the widest part. 
ed itself intermittently and lighted At the upper or south-east end the 
up masses of heavy clouds in the ranges close together except for a 
west. The scene was a surprise to small canyon, while at the lower 
me. No description I hadreadsaid end the western range touches the 
anything about the surrounding — eastern shore of the lake, then seems 
mountains; I had always imagined to turn and follow the lake shore 
the lake as lying among plains, but west or south-west. On the other 

when I had gone out on the pier to side of the valley, the eastern range, 
the further side of the great pavil- constituting a part of the main por- 
ion, which obstructs the view from tion of the Wahsatch Mountains, 
the shore. the entire coast seemed makes a little turn at the lower part 
surrounded with the purple heights of the valley,‘and just at the cor- 
of mountains, and the islands them- ner of this turn is the city of Salt 

selves were mountains, so that an Lake; then continues on north-west. 

indefinite purple vista extended to Hence the Jordan valley is quite 
where the sky and water met, illum- distinct and separate, seeming like 
inated by the somber light reflected a great bowl when viewed from a 
from the sunset clouds. Beneath, height, as it is shut inon three sides 
the glassy brine (six volumes of and asmall part of the fourth; and 
water produce one of salt) was heay- the lake, or that portion of it which 
ing from the effects of a fresh west- lies nearest to and west of the city, 
ern breeze; and with the historic is equally shut off from a direct 
recollections of the region, thescene view into the valley. A ledge ob- 
was well calculated to make a deep  servable on some parts of the range
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on the east side of the valley issup- mind at all. There are some cases 
posed to mark the ancient level of of the suppression of truth in other 
the lake, as it is on a level with the matters, and perhaps the guilty edi- 
upper portions of the Snake River torial conscience was its own accuser 
in Idaho. The thirteen-mile ap- on that score, but that is another 
proach to the lake from the city isa story. I believe my meaning was 
low alkaline plain, scantly covered perfectly understood, and that it is 
with chico, or greasewood, as they mere pettifogging that leads to the 
call it there, and was quite evident- surprising assertion in reply, that 
ly a portion of the lake bottom in publishers who handle honey do tell 
recent times. Indeed the pier and if any honey sales were made at good 
bathing-houses show they were built prices. They do nothing of the 
for a higher level, and the shore kind, and the American Bee Jour- 
presents the appearance of low tide nal for 1899 is a proof of it; and no 
on the sea-coast. The bottom ap- one can expect it of them. It is un- 
pears to be alight-colored mud, des- worthy trifling to wrest this plain 
titute of any form of vegetable life, and true statement so as to apply it 
and not stirred up in the least by to the very rare cases of specific re- 
the waves so as to affect the crystal ports of prices sent in for publica- 
clearness of the water. Near the tion, which do not affect the situa- 
shore are the wide, shallow pools of tion perceptibly anyway, so as to 
the salt-works, with plank walks make it at all likely they could have 
leading outintothe midst. Insome been referred to. Ido not remem- 
of them men were shoveling thesalt ber a single instance in which any 
left by evaporation into wheelbar honey-buying editor himself told of 
rows, trundling them along the sales made at good prices, mention- 
planks and up great piles ofsalt, the ing the prices, which he became 
latter in the form of truncated pyra- aware of in his capacity as a honey- 
mids, some ten or fifteen feet high buyer in the field, and some twenty- 
and apparently fifty to seventy-five five or fifty instances a year would 
feet long and nearly as wide—mak- be required of him, if he did do so. 
ing salt look nearly as cheap as dirt. The discussion is childish, and is 

On page 826 of the American Bee another example of the hollowness 
Journal appears an insinuation that of the professions of our bland 
is both unjust and untrue, being the writers; if the truth were their main 
third distinct case of injustice done object, such exhibitions would never 

to the writer by what is printed in occur; in fact, blandness is usedas a 
its columns, and malignant andran- cloak to hide injustice, and is fast 
corous besides. Itmust make Prof. becoming a badge of the same. 
Cook feel real sad. The substance Denver, Colo. 

of it is that in what I said in the cece 
December PRoGrusseye ot the pub-. score nan em le 
lication of honey sales at good Bees for Sale. 
prices, specific reports sent in for 
publication were referred to. If the Two hundred colonies at $3 each. 
cute editor will put his finger on the Hight-frame dovetailed hives, 
slightest justification for that as- two Supers each, with lence sopa: 
sumption, he will do more than I TAO Ts CODE Goods lopaliot) 
have been able to. Not only was eee 
that idea not apparent in what I W.C. Gathright, Dona Ana, N, M. 
wrote, but it was not present in my Pisave mention tne “Prosoaive |
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fore doing any casting to fasten the two 
CEMENT FOUNDATION MOLDS: ene ee together on one side with hinges. 

eapae rass hinges fastened by brass screws 
2 al are best, as they do not rust. The 

; screws could be long enough to’ be” im- 
Duuing the dase fens vents al have bedded deep in the cement, and thus 

saved all the pieces of old combs, burr increase the strength of the apparatus. 
combs, moulded combs from empty I first tried to pour melted wax in the 
hives, in a word, all the scraps of black pele or oe ie a beOle ince Be 

: ‘ ; a j = e form of a DOOK, and shut 1 ar so or otherwise inferior wax. Occasion perc eke sted anne te emacs 

ally I would melt what was on hand, the two faces of the book, let it cool 
and obtain a cake of wax, rather dark sufficiently, and took it out. Well, «I 
and not very pure; in fact, practically ieee Ube foundation eet nea 

a - a pattern had very high walls, making 
ee ey oe yee oes any deep cuts in the book, and it was 
or so of that stuff had accumulated. So  a)most impossible to take the sheets of 
the question was what to do with it. foundation out, as they were held tight 
Well, the only practical thing was to Dies ren ea 

- fi i oug en of pressing the foun- 
make brood foundation Ofeens x dation. This succeeded much better. 

As it wouid not have been expedient The plan was to put a sheet of wax in 

to buy a foundation mill for that pur- the book, shut the book, put it in a 
pose, and I had plenty of time during pee andrea aes Pree ee a 

a o sheet will no rce Fh. wax ig in 

eS me ee to cuts of the mold as does the melting 
make a plaster mold such as Oliver Fos- process, and'there is no trouble in tak- 
ter used to make and recommend afew ing the sheets out. 

years ago. I found out that the plas- To were joundatiga a uae Vee Ree 
. * cess, it is necessary ave 8 

aca eee weak material and very of wax of a uniform thickness. In roll- 
unsatisfactory for that purpose, so I ing, the inequalities of the sheets are 
thought of substituting something laminated out, but nothing like that 
stronger. I decided at once that Port- takes place in pressing. Dipping the 
Jand cement would fill the bill, and pro- boards endwise in the wax does not give 
ceeded to make a mold. uniform sheets, as the wax runs down 

Make a wood frame, the size of the instreaks when the boards are taken 
foundation sheet that you wish, and of out, so I had to invent some other pro- 
a depth of one and a half or twoinches. cess. I used a board with a handle on 
The wood used need not be very heavy, one sideor I should say on one face. 
as itis simply toholdthecement. Lay The board is laid (rather than dipped) 
a sheet of foundation oa a table. Put on the melted wax, so that the whole 
your frame upon it and fill the frame face opposite the handle comes in con- 
with a paste of cement and water of tact with the wax at once, or nearly so; 
about the consistency of the mortarused for a slightly rocking movement must 
by bricklayers. However, itis well to be given to the board, otherwise air- 
put in first some thin paste and rub it bubbles might remain under, and cause 
well into the foundation, otherwise air holes in the sheet. Take the board.out 
bubbles wonld remain in the cavities of | as soon as it has been in contact with 
the foundation and spoil the faces of the wax, and turn it at once and hold it 
the mold. Leave the whole thing un- upside down, so the waxed face is up. 
disturbed for twenty-four hours, or un- This causes the wax to spread evenly 
til the cement has set. Then turn the on the board, and insures a uniform 
frame, cement and foundation sheet thickness. As soon as the wax begins 
over. Lay another frame onit and fill to solidify, which is shown by its losing 
it as the first one. Keep the mold wet its transparency, plunge the board and 
during a week or ten days. By that wax, face downward of course, in a vat 
time the cement is nearly as hard as a of warm water, about as warm as your 
piece of marble. Toopenthemold, put fingers can stand. In a few seconds 
it for an hour or so in a place sufficient- the sheet will fall of itself, and remain 
ly warm to soften the wax but not melt in the water when you take the board 
it. Then force the mold open. out. If the edges of the board are very 

In order to insure an exact corres- sharp, they will trim the sheets to the 
pondence of the two faces, it is well be- exact size of the board.
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When you are ready to press the of bee-keepers. ‘Those who would 
sheets be sure to wet the mold with attain the best results in the future 
warm water, so as not to chill the first er i rob f scessful 
few sheets you will press. Put your Eee Te ey 
sheets in a vat of warm water, aboutas Wintering to replace winter losses. 
warm as your fingers will stand. The Natural swarming, coming as it 
sheets will thus be soft enough to re- does late in June in the middle of 
ceive easily a good impression, and be- eet lew seach a 6 oy 
ing wet, no lubricant at all will be Ours ves ua vey none nue eye 
needed. The water held in the pores lossin the output of honey that 
oe the es will prevent the wax year, that almost all bee-keepers 
rom sticking. have t rvi i ath- 
The foundation thus made is of about 5 . eer ae go as 

the size of the medium brood founda- 4 of avoiding all natural swarms. 
tion. I kept the wax barely above the I believe our winter losses are 
melting point. I think a higher tem- chiefly from two causes: granu- 

perature would secure thinner sheets. ated honey in the brood-chamber, 
T used a tin vat or tank a little larger Al erie atheros: 1 with tha the dippine-board to hold the 224 moisture in the hives; and w ith 

melted wax. This was placed in a Ur present materials, these are hard 
larger tank of boiling water. roblems to deal with. Our hives 

_ Themold and press could be combined a all made from our native lum- 
in one apparatus, but even then I would hen staan aa } dred 
retain the book form, as this insures a er eane nob one Soyer le any 
better fitting of the faces of the mold. Will keey, a chaff cushion dry, allow- 

I may add also that if kept wet the ing snow and rain to enter, so that 
Portland cement will slowly harden | have had no better results when 
during several months, and eventually ulead wih torent lowe = nate 
become as hard as the best quality of es 4 sa ee ie 8 Ole 
atone! an those who made no prepara- 
- The cieHe DOBNe should be olsome tion the same winter. I controlled 
ne-grained, perfect wood, and kept as 370 i st wi : 65 f 

smooth as possible. When cooling, the ae ee eet - ween aug so ss 
sheet of wax shrinks considerabiy, and Gi Wake SOS ae ot ere 
if it cannot, so to speak, glide on the Coming close to 20 per cent. 100 
Efpping board, it will crack wherever under a dense grove lost 24, while 

e inequalities or roughness of the 79 in sunshine wi racti SU- Pood nclitand vreventlt fom oon in sunshine with extracting sw 
Geaoiie freely. pers under the brood chambers, lost 

A vat or tank Gan be made of tin or Only six. Those in single stories in 
sheet iron without riveting or soldering the sunshine lost far less in propor- 
eyuply by bending and folding the cor- tion than those in the shade. This 
Puce Tena difference in sunshine and shade is 

perhaps not significant, as I think I 
can trace other causes. 

WINTERING IN WESTERN COLORADO. IT shall begin on the winter prob- 
J. 8. BRUCE. lem by first getting hives of better 
eS material and workmanship, and 

_ Wintering here has not been given made on what I believe to be more 
its proper share of attention. Our rational principles than the hives’ I 
losses are quite serious each winter, am using, when I think I can study 
but the ability of bee-keepers to re- the subject from a higher stand- 
place bees each spring so cheaply by point. Each one should study the 
purchasing from farmers who were subject from his own experience, for 
tired of their few colonies has had we have much to learn about win- 
a tendency to make apiarists care- tering, and summering as well, if 
less as to wintering. Conditions we would develope the grand possi- 
are now different, all the small lots bilities of our little valley. 
having been gathered into the hands Montrose, Colo., August, 1899.
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Cog coe ieee ere 82 indications are that they will not be 
© EXPERIENCE AND ITS LESSONS. $ completed in marketable shape, just 
é R. G. Aikin. S propolized and half done—at least 
Ceoes boos e cones oeoeueees so left that they cannot be marketed 

. (Continued from Feb. PROGRESSIVE.) as comb honey. 
CHAPTER XXIV. Let me illustrate: Last fall and 

eS the fall before, just as, the season 
Interchangeableness of Hive Parts.— was drawing toa close, the ques- 

Foundation in Sections.—T Supers. tion came, Shall I put on more sec- 
In chapter XV, page 12, Jan. 1, tions, or not? There was an uncer- 

1899, Procressive, I wrote: ‘First tainty about the matter, honey was 
and foremost I want a hive that is still being stored very slowly, and 
easy of construction. The hive probably would-be for a week or 
parts should be interchangeable. It two, some place was needed to take 

should be so constructed that it can what would come, yet in all proba- 
be tiered up unlimited, either brood bility to put on a fresh super meant 
chamber alone, or brood extracting to take it off again a little later and 
and section parts, altogether andin- tear it to pieces and extract a lot of 
termixed.” sections to keep the honey, little 

It is evident from Doolittle’s though it be, from candying in them. 
comments that he misunderstoodmy Such sections make good bait combs, 
meaning, or else thought that the but I believe I would prefer to have 
general reader would, that Iwas ad- such comb built in frames and ex- 
yocating the production of both tracted, the combs cut out and fitted 
comb and extracted all mixed up or into new sections for bait combs the 
both together on same hive at same next season rather than have to ex- 
time. Ido not practice or adyo- tract from sections. 
cate such doctrine. What I meant It will do very well for those hay- 
was that I want my hive so con- ing a very few colonies to have wide 
structed that if I have a colony run- frames of section holders so they 
ning for comb and they have a su- can put on 4 or 8 sections ata time, 

per (or supers) on and just about thus tinkering along from day to 
ready for removal, I could lift the day, giving just what sections the 
super and put extracting chamber colony will complete and no more. 
UNDmR it, or [should wantto change I have done so in former days when 
the other way, that 1 could put a I did not have many bees, but if a 
super under an extracting chamber. man has other work in plenty, this 
The brood chamber, super and ex- becomes too tedious. 
tracting chamber should all be the Then again there are many locali- 
same in outside measure, all. have ties having slow flows, some having 
square tops and bottoms just asthe two or more flows, some having 
hives now of common manufacture, both light and dark honey, etce., 

as the dovetailed. So constructed and to all such it is a great conveni- 
it simplifies the manipulation of the ence to have hives so constructed 
apiary. I wanted to emphasize the that the transition from comb to ex- 
value of COMPLETE INTERCHANGEA- tracted, or. vice versa, would be a 
BLENESS of hive parts. great convenience. I can readily 

The value of this will appear when see how the methods Doolittle has 
comes one .of those slow tedious so often written of, putting on a 
flows when one does not want to put very few sections at a time while 
on'supers of sections when all the ‘‘closing down”, will work just as
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he has told us, particularly when but an expert and in all seasons, I 
applied to rapid honey flows as are should recommend full sheets WHEN 
usually had from basswood, and fre- PRODUCING FANCY COMB. Full 
quently from white clover, but very sheets will insure section work some- 
many seasons and localities are not times when starters will not, and 
so. It makes lots of difference they also insure better finish than 
whether my honey crop is going to starters only. As I have previously 
be harvested in 2 or 3 weeks, or as_ said in these columns I was slow to 

many months. Iftobe months, I begin the use of full sheets 
do not want to be wasting time put- of foundation, yet it seems that to 
ting on a half dozen pounds room keep up to the requirements of the 
at a time; I want to give the colony present we must use them. 
what they are likely to need, then I like yet to use starters only 
go about other work. sometimes, but just when those 

This idea of interchangeableness sometimes will be is hard to antici- 
applies to aut hives, and facilitates pate; to know when needed and to 
management and method with all, prepare in advance just what is 
and that is what I meant to bring needed is almost impossible. If a 

. out in the above-quoted language. flow has been rather free and con- 
To produce both comb and extract- tinuous, there comes a time at the 
ed at one and the same timeonsame slowing up when the colony has a 
hive is Nor practical in a general surplus of wax, and if we could an- 
way, though it is possible in a man- ticipate and so arrange as to have 
ner under certain conditions. starters for the colony to work from 

just at the right time, we could 
BOTTOM STARTERS AND FULL SHEETS. hae comb built without cost, that 

In that same chapter 15, we dis- is, so far as secretion work and hon- 
cussed slightly the use of founda- ey consumption by the hee is con- 
tion insections, and bottom starters. cerned. But, as intimated above, 
Doolittle said no bottom starters we cannot tell beforehand just when 
for him. © Here again comes inloca- such conditions will be on hand, if 
tionand methods. Ifyoucancrowd at all; consequently if one has many 
your-colonies in the sections and colonies and much work, he cannot 
keep them so, never letting them always be ready for the contingency 
have much room ahead, noryetever to take advantage of it: Experi- 
without room; and more, if the ence and observation lead ine to the © 
honey flow that is to fill these sec- conclusion that until we can posi- 
tions come freely and work goes tively control swarming in a practi- 
STEADILY ON TO THE CLOSE of the cal way, and until we know more of 
flow, and not only so, but comes the scientific management of bees 

reasonably rapid, say 3 to 5 pounds than we now do, we must put up 
daily on the average, then a bottom with using full sheets of foundation. 
starter is of little use; but take it in T SUPERS. 

slow and intermittent flows, and Also in that same 15th chapter I 
bottom starters—or theirequivalent made reference to the T super as 
by having the full sheet come so my preference among the supers of 
close to the bottom that it will be the present. I still hold to the 
fastened there—is a necessity to ob- same opinion, partly because Friend 
taining the best suipprNG sections. Doolittle in former years instilled 

As to the use of full sheets or _ into me an aversion to having many 
starters only, in the hands of any ‘‘sTICKS AND spaces” mixed up with
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the bees and honey, and partly be- Recapitulation by G. M. Doolittle. 
cause of its ease of construction and e ——— 

handling. If I hada special trade Interchangeable Hive Parts.’’— 
in faney comb in which the custom- 1 have read the first part of Bro. Ai- 
ers must have strictly clean and kin’s article over carefully twice, and 

white wood in the sections and I have come to the conclusion that ei- 

would pay for same, I could then ther he or myself, or both of us, are la- 
think of using a close-fitting, wide- boring under mistaken ideas. When I 

frame completely covering the sec- read about those “‘slow, tedious flows,” 
tion; but for the general trade I in which he had nothing but part filled 
have never found use for such clean sections all propolized over, I was about 

white wood, and as for the honey it- to tell him if he would put on only what 
self and the finish thereof, it willbe sections he believed would be filled at 

just as nice ina T super. My su- one time, and then if theseason changed 

pers have the I’s fastened perma- for the better add more, he would 
nently in them, are always ready, have none of the trouble he speaks of 
and no lost T’s. regarding sections that ‘‘cannot be 

I consider the complete protec- marketed as comb honey,” and if he 
tion of the outside of the section to would practice a gradual narrowing 

keep off propolis such as will be down in the same way at the end of the 
placed upon the race of the wood season, he would in nine seasons. out 

to stain it, as one of the very fool- of ten, have his sections of honey so 
ish expensive things that bee-keep- thoroughly.completed that he would 

ers are asked to do. Iconsider this have scarcely enough which was not 

one of the very class of things Doo- marketable, to supply his real need for 

little has been kicking against right ‘“‘bait’ sections, But I see by reading 
along, and why he should advocate on further that he throws the matter of 
this very white section ‘‘fad” I do “location” at me, and seems to think 

not understand. that were I in Colorado I would ‘‘tum- 

I use the T super because of its ble” to his ideas and give up all of my 
very simplicity, and because I have experience of the past, as useless, only 

never yet found a pattern slat or incentral New York. Well, perhaps 
section wide frame of 4 sections I should, but just at present I must be 

length, but that it would sag or al- excused for not believing such a thing. 
low in some way of the chinking in We have slow, tedious flows here, and 

around the edges of as much or especially was the past season, 1899, 
more propolis than in the use of one of them, yet I managed tosecure an 

the T. average yield of about 67 pounds of sec- 
The 4 section wide frame does tion honey per colony, while very little, 

give an advantage in putting on a and in many cases not any honey as a 
FEW sections at a time on weak col- surplus, was secured about here, 1899 
onies, etc., but as before stated, being known as the poorest honey year 
that is not generally practicable ex- during the past quarter of acentury, by 
cept with the few colonies, is not those who managed their bees on plans 
suitable for large apiaries, and where similar to those recommended by Bro. 
one makes a business of honey pro- A. And this honey sold for between 
duction. I can put on and take off $400 and $500, and that from only the 

a whole super while I would be put- smaller part of the apiary, as more col- 

fing on or taking off or ® sections gules more used oy quest rering of 
in the wide frame. comb honey. Had I used the Aikin 

Loveland, Colo. plan, in all probability I should have
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been like the rest, with few pounds of do not see any need of bottom starters, 
marketable honey, and many unfinished and I never could see wherein enough 

sections; or perhaps, some little ex- foundation was saved between the full 

tracted honey, with very Jittle, if any, sheet plan and the bottom starter plan 

less labor. Bro. A. sayshe does ‘not to pay for the extra work of putting in 

want to be wasting time putting on a the bottom starters, and that is wherein 

half dozen pounds room at a time; I I said, ‘no bottom starters for me.” If 

want to give the colony what they are 1am wrong on this point I am ready to 

likely to need, then go about other beset right by Bro. A., Dr. Miller, or 

work. That sounds very much like anyoneelse. But about the best ship- 

James Heddon of the past. ‘‘Fussing,” ping sections, I have this to say, that 

fussing, FUSSING, has been thrown at the des¢ shipping sections are those up- 
me all along during the last quarter of on which the shipping quality depends 

a century, yet more than once, beside upon the section holding the honey rath- 

the year 1899, have I proven that it is er than the secure fastening of the honey 

just this fussing in bee culture which to hold the section together. Let me 

pays the best. ‘‘Goaboutother work?” explain a little: Some years ago I was 

Will Bro. A. tell us what I could have ata noted manufactory of bee-keeping 
gone about to produce $500 during the supplies, and I wasshown some comb 

time Ispent, over and above whatI should honey in dovetailed sections. I picked 
have spent had I used his plans? one of them up, taking hold of the edge 

Would it have been farming for my- of the section with thumb and fingers, 

self at the rate experienced by the most a8 everyone should always handle sec- 
of our farmers, which finds them at the tions of honey. In talking regarding 
end of the year about where they were the quality of the honey, I chanced to 
the year before? Would it be the book take hold of the bottom of the section 

agency business, making myselfa nui- Wwita the other hand, allowing it to 

sance to everyone I “‘button-holed” and hang downward, when, witha thud, the 
retiring with just about a living? honey and the top and sides went to the 

Would it be going on the road break- floor. I was chagrined, for up to this 

ing stone, at which the “‘tramps” are I had never dropped a section of honey, 

put so that they can secure a meal of and1 supposed this one had slipped 
victuals and the station house to lodge from my fingers. Seeing my chagrin, 

in? I want it understood that any fuss- the proprietor said ¢hat section did not 
ing that pays at the rate of $5, have the comb fastened very well at 
$10, $20, or $30 a day, is the kind of the bottom. ThenI saw thatI had the 

“play” Lenjoy, more than leaving such bottom piece of the section still be- 

play to ‘‘go about other work” that tween my thumb and fingers, while the 

brings in only a pittance compared Smashed honey lay on the floor. To 
with an enlightened fussing with bees, 00t appear too awkward I said, “I see 
But I have not the slightest ill feeling  20w, you calculate that the honey is to 
toward Bro. A., or any other person hold the section together, rather than 

who does not agree with me. Itisonly the section the honey.” And right 
a feeling of pity I have for them. here I wish to say that very much of 

the “broken honey during shipment’’ 

The Best Shipping Sections.—Did which is reported, comes from sections 
the reader notice what wasnecessaryin which are not made rigid enough to 

obtaining the best shipping sections, in stand the many jars necessary during 

Bro. A.’s article? Well, I am with transit without going out of shape. 

him regarding full sheets of foundation Rigid sections, put up in equally rigid 
in sections, and where such are used I cases, will overcome very much of the
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breakage of comb honey during ship- the contrary notwithstanding. If I did, 

ment. I should not be using ‘‘seconds” for sec- 

tions all these years as I have been. 

2to3-Cents Per Pound More for What believe is, that after the sec- 
Clean Sections,—That is what a writer tions are filled with a nice white comb of 
said in the American Bee-Keeper, dur- —_igney, the sections are rarely looked at, 
ing 1899, and he believed that the sec- either by the producer or the consumer, 
tions should be ‘‘snow white” and so put it is the beautiful comb honey thatis 
protected that no propolis could come looked at ever afterward, and it is for 
in contact with the “face” of the wood, this reason that Doolittle has been ad- 
or else the face sides ofthe wood should —_yocating taking off the honey while the 

all be run over a sand paper machine, combs are snow white, all these years, 
where propolis was allowed tocome in rather than ‘‘white sections,” as Bro. 
contact with the wood, asin the-T su- A. imputes tome. I don’t guess at the 

pers, and yet, here we find Aikin going matter; I know that snow white combs 

right square against a saving of from will sell both in the New York and 
two to three cents a pound more for Boston market at from2 to 38¢ per 

honey, simply because he has become pound above those left on the hives 
accustomed to think there is nothing till they are colored, each having the 

equal to the Tsuper. Well, alFI have eae sata ceiling price of the. bwo 
to say regarding the matter of surplus quying the past 15 years, is the reason 
arrangments is this: Ihave faithfully of that ‘‘know.” 

tried nearly every kind that has been G. M. DooLrrrL£, Borodino, N. Y. 
put before the public, and a/2 Of theD nee SS 

except properly made wide frames are 
piled up in the “exhibition” heap, as e 9 

none of them had any advantage, all ee 

things considered, over the wide frames, ~< hab 
while many had positive disadvantages : 
and this I would say, no matter wheth- = 

er a few sections are put on at a time, 4 VWA—j af: | 
or whether enough for the whole season “HIT. ith ° 
go on.on atonce. Properly made wide Wy Wy) A a 
frames holding either two, three, four Hh ar 3 
or eight sections, will not sag so as to TH A is. 1] 
allow of propolis being “squirted” WHA we IL ia 
around the sections. Iknow very many ee eg 
of them do, but that is because they are 0) —— 
not made so the four sections just fit the 7) lj ee 
frame, and they are not properly keyed u/) 1) — ———— 

up also, But Bro. A. is very much mis- q ao ime i 
taken in thinking that it is Doolittle ree 
that is advocating “‘this very white sec- oY % 
tion ‘fad’,” for Doolittle never advo- THE “HIGGINSVILLE SMOKER.” 

ee Spy Suan thine: neither BOL be, «A Good Smoker for a Little Money. 
ieve that consumers will pay any more 

for the same quality of honey stored in TeUntestst Nav ER reno Dacian 
very white sections than they will for a big D.” J. M. Moore, 
the same quality of honey stored in aon 
“seconds”, as they are called, the Price 75c; by mail, $1.00. Address, 
writer in the American Bee-Keeper to LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.
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COMMENTS. one side inset sections with plain 
— separators, the other side plain sec- 

DR. C. C. MILLER. tions with fences. Where there 
— was any difference it was in favor of 

Over in Germany it seemstohaye the old style, the bees advancing 
been settled by the higher powers these a little ahead of theothers. I 
that the nineteenth century hasbeen cannot understand why this should 
rounded out, and although an occa- be so; for certainly freer communi- 
sional bee journal may make a wry cation if it did no good should do 
face over it, they haveallfalleninto no harm. ‘There is a bare possibil- 

areminiscent mood, and recount ity that there might be in some way 
| what has been accomplished in the an advantage given to the old-style 

past hundred years. On this side sections, but so far as I know, they 
the water, not many of us are will had an equal chance. Whether the 
ing to admit that the first century next season might show the same 
could have closed until 100 full  diflerence is uncertain, for bees are 
years were over, so we count that freaky things. ” 

* wehave another year to bring up Tam sorry to say that the plain 
some fag ends and to squabble alit- sections have some advantage in the 
tle more over the things we can’t way of looks, for a plain section is 
agree about. filled out more plumply. I remem- 

The size of hives is still an unset- ber years ago hearing James Hed- 
tled problem, but some advance has don, when speaking in favor of pro- 
been made, since instead of think- ducing sections without separators, 
ing that there can be only one best saying that a separatored section 
size, and that anyone who adopts a had such a lean look, and the force- 
smaller or a larger size*must neces- ful way in which he spoke that word 
sarily be in error, itis now pretty  ‘‘lean,” made it appear very lean 
generally agreed that conditions indeed. Just the difference in lean- 
and localities may require different ness that there is between separa- 
sizes, tored and unsefaratored sections, 

Plain sections and fence separa- that there is between the inset and 
turs.are yet a bone of contention, plain sections. I say I am sorry to 
someinsisting that they area great say these things, for if there is a 
advance, others that the advance is difference in favor of the new  sec- 
in the wrong direction. Is it not tions as to appearance to such an ex- 
just possible that, as with the size tent that they will sell better, then 
of hives, the same rule does not nec- in order to keep up with the pro- 
essarily apply to all? Ihad hoped cession I shall be obliged to change, 
before this to have settled what was and the change cannot be made 
best for me, but the pastseason was without some expense. I know 
against me, as the bees did no stor- nothing about it yet from actual 
ing till the usual time for storing trial of the market, but so far as I 
was over, after which time, I am can judge from appearances, if I do 
thankful to say, they seemed to do change entirely, it may be to plain 
their best to make up for lost time. sections 5x4¢x14. This gives a lit- 
So far as I did try them, I could not tle larger surface than the old sec- | 
feel very sure there was any differ- tions, although hardly equal in 
ence except in one case. I filled a weight. 
set of supers, perhaps a dozen in The matter or hive covers has had 
number, with both kinds of sections; considerable attention, and I hope 

4
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it may have still more attention. and mine are covered with tin; good, 
The Higginsville cover was an ad- but expensive. Mine have the ad- 
vance, and when the ridge piece vantage in the matter of weight. 
was channeled and had the shoul- weighing only 44 pounds, while his 
ders of the two side pieces project-. weigh 10}. His are better than 
ing up into it, allowing water toen- mine, however, in one respect, for 
ter only by running up hill, that a layer of paper inside helps to make 
was a big advance. close any cracks that might be left. 

Suppose we talk a little about Mine are made of 2 stuff, and seem 
what is needed. We need a hive to be heavy enough. The grain of 
that new or old will always be wat- the upper surface runs lengthwise, 
er-tight; that will make a close fit and of the lower crosswise, with a 
and will stay a close fit when it is 2 air-space between, made by astrip 
old; that will be warmer in winter {x2 nailed about the edge between 
and cooler in summer than the coy- the parts. 

ers now in use, so that it will prac- I would like to see tried another 
tically be a cover with a shade- cover that could be less expensive 
board over iv. In some of these and might be just as good, using 
particulars a plain board cover isall the Higginsville ae basis “Dakea 

right. If of one solid board, it is Higginsvile, perhaps a little lighter 
water-tight. But in time the board than usual, and have under it an- 
will warp, the outer edges curling other surface thick or less, with a 
up. It wasa bright idea in the g airspace between, having the 
Higginsville cover to have the outer grain of the under surface run cross- 
edges of the two principal boards wise, the cover fitting entirely flat 
beveled so that they were so thin upon the hive with no cleat at the 
that the nails in the cleats would enq projecting downward. Maybe 

firmly prevent their curling up as jt wouldn’t be as good as I think, 
they do when left full thickness. fo» you never kuow till you try just 
But that does not prevent twisting how a thing will turn out, but I 
and I doubt whether you can make think such a cover would be worth 
a cover with the grain of the wood  g trial. 
all running the same way that is not Marengo, Ills. 
in danger of twisting in time to E 
suchran extent that.it wiltwotmake, Gm on =m 2 nn ae 
a close fit. This may be hindered —= 
by having twosurfaces, the grainof fj 
one running lengthwise and of the SPENCERIAN PENS 
other crosswise. This kills two H WRITE WELL ‘ WEAR LONG 
birds with one stone; for the two 4 ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED 
surfaces can easily have anair-space ff samples sent on receipt of e~ 

between, making the cover cooler f Tetum postage —2 cents, ows) 
for summer and warmer for winter. # 2 Kye 

At one time I said something # Se fot So 
about this in Proaressive, and a ff « « PO gs 
friend kindly sent me a cover some- #} i i 5) (ee 
thing after the plan I have men- J ai 
tioned, and I am very sorry to say I Zag 
have lost his address. I had, how- § ~ EstastisHeD 1860 

ever, for a short time had fifty cov- 

ers in use after the same plan. His Please mention the “Progressive.”
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ed. The best man isthe one rounded 

wi nowledge and experi- 
tags, BeesKeepers 00.0% * "ie Mowlste ‘i 

is SS iis Simon Buzz! But a man can taste of many blessings 
7 7 Es, A Tre Storyiof Actual and enjoy them, too, yet he may add to 

ll ye ee Life, his own and his brothers’ welfare and 
eer success by a thorough knowledge of 

BY R. 0. AIKIN. some special pursuit. Thus -Simon 
OD arr Nar Not Norns Not Net seeks the true knowledge of the science 
This story began in the Dec. “Progressive.” of bee culture in all its branches, and 

CHAPTER X. as he attains to greater knowledge, 

— freely gives to others every advance 
A Citizen's Duty.—Apioulture,.— idea. The greedy mind seeks to cover 

Man and Nature, up knowledge to the detriment of oth- 
To reach perfection—no, we will not ers, that thereby be may selfishly en- 

say perfection—we willnever be per- joy it. Aroundthe corner or behind 

fect in our knowledge in this world— some screen, behold selfish man eating 
but rather let us say, to reach a high in solitary delight the rich fruit of ad- 
degree of attainment in any art or sci- yancement, while on the common of in- 

ence, one must make a special and con- dustrial life lie the corpses of those who 
tinued study of the things in which he could and would make life richer and 

desires to excel. Never, thinks Simon, brighter for the miserable man, hiding 
can he cease to think and act in the so- that he knows should be freely impart- 

cial and political affairs of mankind; ed and shared. No, no, brother; ‘‘free- 

_ these are the bounden duty of every ly ye have received, freely give.” 
citizen, The more free the govern- Come with Simon to his bee yard, 

ment, the greater is the citizen’s duty. See him open hive after hive to learn 

Ours is a free government—a republic. of the condition and needs of the vari- 

One has well remarked, ‘‘A despotism ous colonies. The time is early spring, 

may have subjects, but 4 republic, cifi- the day a soft, balmy one. Bees are 

zens.” The citizenisa ruler, and to sporting from the various hives, some 

rule well must give attention to hiscit- downy and clean-looking, young and 

zenship. inexperienced. These try their new 

Neither, thinks he, can he forego to wings in little short flights, off a little 

inform himself, and practice, too, in and back again, like the child taking 

other industrial pursuits, for one must first steps within the fond parents’ 
experience the many blessings thatare reach. One successful little trip en- 

for mankind, in order to become the  courages to another until the confident 

full well rounded out man. Who can learner becomes tired and retreats 

so well sympathize with the sick and to feed and rest. The master sees and 

suffering as he who has in like manner knows that within is the warm nursery 

suffered? The same is true of enjoy- anda mother on duty. 

ments. The greatest poet that ever Other bees are passing to and ‘fro. 

graced the written page, was one who ‘They are browned with their days of 

filled almost every place of service, labor both within and without. Their 

trust and honor, from an humble shep- flight is more vigorous, and away to 

herd to the kingship of a great and the distance with a directness that im- 

mighty people. plies a duty to perform. The return 

No, no, dear reader, Simon is notthe resembles that of the man whose duties 

mah to become so engrossed with one are done, coming home with a head of 

thing that all others must be neglect- the golden grain he has labored for.
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The master knows that a store of that pollen from bloom to bloom, and nature 

which is life, seed and fruit, in the answering to nature sends the hungry 

plant and tree, is being laid by within bee in search of food. She finds the 

to supply the life of the growing mem- nectar within the bloom, appropriates 

bers of that family. it and is invigorated thereby. Aye, so 
Still others come and go. These sail is the bloom that hath given the sweet. 

out like the last, but return with no The bee cannot thus follow its instincts 
visible sign of deedsaccomplished, save and partake of the nectar, without giv- 

a tired note and manner. Hold a bit. ing something in return—the polleni- 

The master sees, tis more than tired. zation of the bloom. Simon wonders 

The rounded abdomen tells of nectar and reasons. Cana man follow a rea- 

or water within—stores of food for old sonable and pure motive in the pursuit 

and young. of wealth, happiness or fame, and in 

Oho, little bee, your family doth thrive, turn not benefit those from whom he 
So busy are you, I will not stay: receives? The insect and vegetable 

Your neighbor I'll see in this other hive. world have both given and received, 

Til come again some other day, and so are mutually benefitted. But 
Ont at the door the next are seen; man, reasoning man, itis he who re- 

Many are resting, looking weary and worn. verses nature and would cause all to 
Where are the youthful, downy and clean, 2 : 

All seem so dull, listless, forlorn. yield to his greedy grasp, could he 
wield the necessary power, 

Liveth this queen who reigned so long? ‘i The strong colony, with its great 

Why are her daughters so careless—’tis sin. 2 
The master looks grave; somewhat is wrong; number of workers going to and fro, 
Those who should labor lacklusterandvim. builds and stores to the limits of its 

He strikes the hive; within a sound; hive. Nature, by the nectar in the 
Instead of roar, a hollow redound. bloom, continues to call for the busy 

ouee the corer aoe ee a i bee that thereby the pollen may be 
Quer er eone UO end Ena werw ere! transferred, the bee by instinct collect- 

Few workers are there, old or young bees; ing the nectar and pollen, thus carry- 

Those on the step the remnant he sees. a , . 
They never again the sweets will sip, ing out nature’s designs. So long as 

Their life is gone-—by fate ‘tis nipt. the bee family has room and no idlers, 

Gotti nsie Bbes 10.41 the hives: nature is satisfied; but increasing num- 

By eye and ear the truth derives, bers and decreasing opportunities for 

And judges true of queen or bee, using their energies and nature de- 

By all the things his eye doth see, mands new conditions, and out comes 
Man is social; so the bee. As man _ the boiling, tumbling mass, a swarm. 

must unite to accomplish great things, The master reasons that he may direct 

so must the insect in greatnumbersbe. nature, and, instead of this new family, 

The season advances, and with it the because of cramped quarters, he pro- 

colony grows, until the hive is full to vides the necessary conditions and gets 

overfiowing. Nature will not haveidle honey instead of numerous colonies. 

or useless forces, and unless the master For that end he gave the extra room. 
finds a way for the overflow to expend In spite of his reasoning and the ad- 

itself, it will find its own way. He  ditionalroom, swarms willcome. Why? 

brings from his store houseadditionsto Because the requirements were but | 

bis hives, and there is room made for partially supplied. ’Tis true that man 

the ever increasing numbers to busy can supply the necessary space to re- 

themselves in, ; ceive all the stores that can be har- 

A multitude of flowers are in the vested by a colony, and thereby remove 
fields, and nature is calling for the busy _ one of nature’s tools or means of awak- 

insect that must carry the fertilizing ening the bee instinct, but this falls far 

.
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short of removing the instinct itself, by swarming. Knowing this asa true 

and all the things that cause it to act. principle, Simon uses it to his advan- 

' Though a man’s right hand be removed tage in his apicultural work. ; 

he still can feed himself and ina large ~ In the production of extracted honey 

measure perform his labors, so to re- this principle is more easily applied | 

move but one, or at best but a part of than in producing section or comb. 

the means used by nature tobringabout Large combs being used in the surplus 

her ends, will not entirely control the apartment, two things work together 

bee and make it completely subservient. to keep the forces busy. Large combs 

But how far may man go inassuming being used makes it necessary to use a 

to control or direct nature? Indeed large chamber, and the combs being 

this is a hard question for finite man to there draw the force of bees there to 

answer, yet he may reason upon the fill them, and being there in large 

matter, God created manin His own numbers and the space ample for the 

image. He enjoys many things as it storage of the gatherings, tends to keep 
were in common with God. God rea- the family contented with their home, 

sons; so does man. Man may be saidto’ and work goes on uninterruptedly. and 

be finite God. The infinite God is na- the master is happy because ofa goodly 
ture. The Infinite may permit the fi- stock of sweets. : 

nite to exercise some of His minor func- The production of comb or section 

tions, even as the servantofhismaster. honey brings about a different condi- 

Is it, then, not reasonable that man tion. The smaller surplus room, or, 

should in large measure control many what seems to the bee equivalent to 

things in nature? Surely yes. Man _ small room, the room divided into many 

should not attempt the unreasonable compartments, and the additional fact 

and violent, but the reasonable and of no comb in which to put the honey, 

just. That man may eventually so un- tends to make the colony seem crowded. 
derstand the nature of the bee as tobe- The brood combs do indeed become 

come its real master and control it to crowded with honey and brood, andthe 

subserve his interests, and that this slowness or reluctancy of the workers 
control will be to the extent of afull to build store comb in a chamber more 

mastery of the swarming nature of the or less detached or cut off from the main 

bee, is the belief of Simon. To this body of the hive, causes a real crowded 

end he is thinking and laboring,and he condition of the workers themselves. 

has faith that the goal will be touched. The crowding, the turgid condition of 
3 — the hive, heat and general discomfort 

CHAPTER XI. and idleness, awaken and make active 

— the swarming instinct. 
Apicultural Science—A World's Although Simon thinks the day will 

Pair Incident, come, and in the near future, too, when 
Until the science of bee culture shall swarming will be under the control of 

have so far developed that the control the bee-master, yet he believes that un- 

of swarming shall be afact, the apia- til a greater degree of wisdom is reach- 
rist must be governed in his methods ed in some other matters pertaining to 

by other principles. The man busy in the pursuit, it is for the best that 
some worthy cause or calling will be swarming is not under full control. 

less prone to fall into other or less use- Such control would help those so in- 

ful practices. Justin the same way, clined, to monopolize the stock. Now 
while the bees, as a family or commun- many swarms stray and become the nu- 

ity, are kept busy storing honey, there cleus of many a new apiary: then no 
is less to cause a desertion of the home new apiaries except by purchase. Now
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inerease beyond the needs and wishes and Colorado plains, all that vast tract 

of many cause the sale of many, many, of prairie between the Rocky moun- 

colonies and so get stock into the gar- tains and the Missouri river, was one 

dens and orchards of themasses: then stretch of open country and haunted by 

those in control of stock would turn it the red man and thousands and thou- 

to personal advantage. The full and sands of buffalo and antelope. The 

complete control ofswarming might re- great Pike’s Peak and the village of 

duce the numbers of the insect in our Denver were trading places. In those 

land, which would prove a calamity to days the Iowa pioneer plied the busi- 

many The bee family is not too plen- ness of teaming by great ox wagons, 

tiful now. and went in companies or trains for mu- 

Our Simon, bee-master, talksof many tual protection and help. Among the 

things that seem strange to some, and many neighbors of Simon who made 

well he may. He has heen practicing these long trips, was one plucky Irish- 

in an age of advancement. He wellre- man. He had made trips loaded with 

members the day when honey was not butter, eggs, chickens, meat and such 

on sale in many stores; now itis in al- things. 

most every part of our country. Today In those days there was no railroad 
itisin small wooden frames holding to Denver, and provisions were very 

about one pound each, then in big expensive. Our wily Irishman con- 

frames or boxes, or on big plates or cluded to take a full load of eggs. The 

crocks in a broken mass and dealt out wagons were great vehicles that would 
with a big wooden paddle. carry tons and drawn by many yokes of 

He has seen the one pound box, the oxen. One of these wagons was packed 

extractor, comb foundation, factory full of oats and eggs. A layer of oats, 
made hives, the trade in queens, the one of eggs, and so on till the great box 

bee escape and many other thingscome was full. The jolting of the wagon 

into general use. So rapid have been broke many of the eggs and so wet the 

the changes in methods and appliances oats beneath, while rain from above 

that he could scarce keep up. So like wet them ontop. True to the nature 

a favored and vigorous child has the of damp grainina body, the oats be- 

pursuit grown, that scarce was a gar- came hot and so cooked the eggs. 

ment well worn till it was outgrown. Learning the condition of his load, the 

The child of scientific bee cultureisin- disgusted but not daunted Irishman 

deed a thrifty one. Has she grown pulled aside and dumped his hundreds 

fast? She will yet grow. Neversince of dozens of eggs upon the desert, say- 
her birth have her prospects been so _ ing to his comrades, ‘’Dade. boys, go 

bright. The facilities for heradvance- on and sell your loads and Ill stay here 

ment are greater today than inall her and do something till you come back.” 

history. True to his word he was there when 

Many men of ability are pushing for- the boys came back and had as much 

ward scientific apiculture till it must money as they. He had found employ- 

attain toa full stature. The friends ment somewhere and worked in the 
who stand with Simon and watch, must meantime. 

yet see great things for the bee. She The bee-keeper must work. The bee 

had a place in ancient history, andwill has been credited with working for 
in modern and future. nothing and boarding herself, but Si- 

But who shall be the pillars that mon has not found itso. We must be 

shall build up this worthy industry? upanddoing. There are many obsta- 

Let Simon tell the kind they must be. cles toovercome. We must obtain vig- 

It was in the days when the Nebraska orous working qualities in our bees,
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improve methods of management, sys- Wanted. 

tematize the distribution and market- Alsike clover seed and Japanese buck- 

ing of the product, and cause the peo- wheat. If you have any to sell, write 
. tous. Address, 

ple to know the value of using the best Theahy Mfg. Co, Higginsville. Mo. 

of sweets in their homes. z SS 

To winter the bees successfully is one DALAL INGING PNSLNILNGL GLAS IALL 

of the great unsolved problems. In the Good Things in. the Sake 5 

tropical climate the matter is not so Bee-Keeping Press. i 

perplexing, but in the temperate zone Somnambulist ... . AR g 

where the winters become extremely DALAL RAL AIL INA DRALINAL NALIN ALIA INS 

cold at times, the problem is indeed a Another bee-keeping sheet bear- 

most serious one. The reader Das al- ing aloft upon its title-page the 

mead ysneen' told how. Simone unico lost sweepingly comprehensive inscrip- 
almost his entire: apiary, each time tion, American Bee Journal, may 
numbering almost one hundred colo- ye confidently expected to call once 
nies. One of these winters was a con- 4 week, and because of this, along 
tinuous cold and snowy one, for five with many other reasons, it has hon- 
months the bees confined to their hives. estly earned the now quite familiar 
Such confinement results in two grave ¢ognomen, the *‘Old Reliable.” 

dangers: The first is that the colony ~ | sometimes wonder if in these 
will be gradually reduced by frozen ‘days of wagging of tongues on the 

bees until the weakened cluster is subjects of imperialism and expan- 
frozen through and through; and the sion, just according to which of the 
other is diarrhea, This problem Si two great political parties the speak- 
mon believes will be solved, too. . er belongs, ye editor’s heart swells 

Indeed, Simon is yet at work as hard with befitting pride as he finds his 
as ever. Year in and year out he works rightful territory extending into 

away as undaunted as the Irishman _ what was formerly foreign islands 
that scooped the eggs out on the prai- of the sea. How’s this, Bro. Y.? 
rie for the coyotes. He is the same Si- [Loose apparel getting tight-fitting? 

mon as of old, ever helping his fellows Hat band still sound? At any rate 
by imparting such knowledge as he Jam convinced, inasmuch as_ the 
possesses. Heis in conventions, inthe spirit of reaching out has so far de- 
public prints, gathering, seeking and veloped as to become dominant, Ed. 

‘finding. itor York will not be left out in the 
‘He was at the great world’s fair in cold, but will be found right in the 

1893, ‘and at the national’ gathering of crowd, reaching out for all he can 
‘apiarists. He was there and gotdway, catch, with which to serve the read- 
yet'as it were by magic. It is a won- ers of the American Bee Journal. I 
‘der he ever escaped with his life’ At came near putting it A. B. J., but 
the great union depot one of the great didn’t we catch it for thus abbrevi 
days of the fair, he got caughtina jam ating only a short time ago? Pre 

. of people going down that stairway to sume he did not want his paper eall- 
the train yard, jammed so tight that eda bee jay, as that kind of a bird 
all he could do was tosimply move as is one of the worst known enemies 
the crowd did, and there he’stood ex- to bees. They will dart down and 
pecting any minute that the whole mass. pick a bee from the alighting board 
would sway and fall, crashing and as deftly and surely as a ‘sharp- 

trampling each other. shooter does his man. Can one 
pe (Concluded in our next). condemn them? They know a tooth-
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some or sweet morsel on sight, and the source of a production and buy 

are governed by the laws of self- direct, not recognizing the absolute 
preservation, just as ye editor knows necessity of themiddle-man. Might 
relishable and appreciable articles not this be styled high protection? 
and hustles around to secure them On page 52, Jan. 25th No., we find 
with which to maintain life in his Harry Lathrop saying: 
journal. z “There is no sense in the idea that honey 

Among leading attractions of the must be ‘white’ in order to be good honey, no 
American Bee Journal are the re- more than there is in the idea that honey in 

ports of the various conventions, Msg Is eter han sm sae 
Next to attending them in person, white clover, goldenrod, asters, and hearts- 
is attending them in imagination ease, all blended together, and many people 
through the medium of these col- prefer this honey to any other. We should be 

umns. The latest one reported is pisceT Bose dette awe, Bore: bes keener 
: and offer a big price for ‘strictly white clover 

that of Colorado, the proceedings of or strictly something else, when they know he 

which disclose so much enthusiasm jas none that is unmixed, and expect to buy 
as to almost incite feelings of envy. his mixed grades, for about half what they 
‘And as if scentine dangerfrom afar, 8"@ Worth. Honey of good body and flavor 

: 2 2 > need not go begging, even if it has been pro- 
one of the editors sounds the Wall Guccd trot a vacioty of flower, In conchae 
ing that Colorado is already fully _ sion, 1 would say to the producers, If you must 
occupied. In discussing the hive sell your honey at a low price, it is better to 
question, one enthusiast said. ‘Give seep eobhet ae oes - oe ea thOre 

me any old box with movable frames, let, The Jobber knows wha eis worth 
and I will produce as much honey the market as the retailer would be very apt 
as with the latest hive.” In the todo. The best signs of the times for bee- 
midst of this talk, E. R. Root keepers is the fact that buyers were lately go- 

iuoted Mr. Coggshall” ax having  Stgaowt he conor, pieking wy honey in 
said, First, locality, -next, the man, there will be an established market value for 
and, lastly, the hive. Yes, furnish honey, the same as there is for wool and other 
the man and the locality, and all products of the farm.” 
other adjuncts will follow. The On page 91, Feb. 8th No., M. M. 
man makes the difference between Baldridge corroborates these re- 
the refined gentleman and the grov- marks in this wise: ‘I happen to 
eling inebriate; the hustling individ- know that Harry’s statements are 
ual known as the tactful business not far from the truth. Most prob- 
man, and the tramp; the millionaire ably the majority of bee-keepers 
and the beggar; in short, the differ- have an inkling in regard to these 
ence between success and failure. facts, but the question remains, how 
Hence, the right man in the right are we going to get the general public 
locality will not be long inbringing to believe?” Alas! it is to the taste 
the right hive to the front. The of a whimsical public we are com- 
question of labelling coming up, it pelled to cater. Just how to per- 
was decided that not only the name suade an over-indulged public to 
but the address of the producer take leave of pet whims and notions, 
should appear on the packages. A is a problem so deep that the solu- 
sort of reciprocal protection in the tion seems to belong to the distant 
appearance of both. Thename pro- future. Educate it, do I hear you 
tects the buyer and the address pro- say? Yes, possibilities are more 
tects the producer in the the way of plenty than we ofttimes are inclined 
finding him a new market, for a to admit, but still when we are at 
pleased consumer will often write to the beginning of the alphabet, an
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education seems far distant. Yet composition so that a good market 
once attained, it will work wonders. for an American product may not 
Observe if you will what high rates be lost, cottonseed oil being export- 
of value are placed upon novelties. ed to Africa to the amount of nearly 
If only our product conld be made a million gallons annually, to say 
to appear as some new-fangled fad, nothing of other Mohammedan coun- 
it would go off like hot cakes. But ‘tries. Should they be convinced 
the plain, old-fashioned Biblical that American oil contains the Ko- 
name of honey, everybody knows  ran-forbidden hog, -and_ resolutely 
just what that is. No new style avoid it, and devote themselves to 
there; too much out of date. Tobe the purer product of France and It- 
sure, it is claimed that ‘Pure aly, they might be in danger of de 
Honey” should constitute a promi: feating their own purpose, for the 
nent part of every label, which might reason that France annually imports 
signify to some that there existed from this country 12,000,000 gal- 
two kinds of honey, pure and im-  lons of cottonseed oil, and exports 
pure, but that isn’t sufficient scope. annually about a like amount of 
Couldn’t a name ending in some of ‘‘olive” oil. It is said that Texas 
the popular affixes, as ‘‘ine,” ‘“‘rine,” is the greatest producer of olive oil 
“dine,” ete., be invented forhoney? of any state or country inthe world. 

Should it smack slightly of hum- It is sent out in barrells and in tank 
bug, it would only be the more tak- ships. .It does not appear on the 
ing. And, Mr. Editor, since it is manifests as olive oil, but after it 
quite the fashion for bee-keepers to has been placed in fancy bottles and 

promptly claim credit for any orig- had nice labels, covered with French 
inal idea, will you not see to it that and Italian words, placed on it at 
this brilliant innovation is protect- the ports of the Mediterranean, and 

ed. However, Iam compelled to when it has paid a duty to get back 
confess the thought was not wholly into the United States, it is recog- 
original with me, as it was suggest- nized as the genuine simon pure 
ed by an article headed, ‘‘Religion product of the olive, fit to season 
asa Factorin Our Oil Exports,” the salad of the epicure. Before 
which went to show that the ends making this double trip across the 
to which trade interests may go to ocean and taking on foreign dress 
kill competition and secure business and airs, this olive oil is known as 
for themselves were without limit. cottonseed oil. The day may come 
It having been whispered to the Mo- when Americans will consent to dis- 
hammedans of northern Africa that pense with travel as an essential in 
American oils contained the product the finishing of olive oil, and will 
of the hog, they were about to be call it by its right name and_ will 
superseded by French and Italian make it popular to season their sal- 
oils, which, it was claimed, did not ads with cottonseed oil. A very 
contain the forbidden pork, hence little light on the history of this 
they were purer and better. Amer- one article of commerce is proof 
ican oil, Lowever, had found favor positive that education works won- 
to the extent that a prominent Mo- ders. See, I didn’t have very far 
hammedan was sent to the Depart- to drift to discover that could honey 
ment of Agriculture to investigate. only assume new dress and manners 
It is thought that the scruples of possibly it might be received with 
himself and of the Mohammedan open arms and command attentions 
consumer can be satisfied as to its from many new admirers. This
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craze for something new has its use on SP Ohare ido aot ae af any- 
. z ng that will get a person quicker and more 

ag welll ae abuse. Itis a grand pow interested, than the bee subject; nearly all 
er in keeping the world’s machinery seem to know that the science is full of the 
moving. Through the creation of miraculous, and are not at all backward in 
new styles the merchant is enabled  sking all sorts of questions, some of which 
to dispose of over one-half his goods would stump Dr. Miller or Mr. Doolittle to an- 

. : 2, swer. 
and in some lines over two-thirds, You must send out only superior goods, If 
thus making room on the shelves you have an inferior article, either sell it to 

for more, which in turn relieves the some of a tute ove a ae 
; count, and tell them that it is not first-class; 

factory of its surplus, and keeps 1,04 i¢ back to the bees in the full or put it In 
hundreds, yes thousands, of hands ine vinegar barrel, but never put it on the 
busy, which means mostly some- market as fancy honey. 
thing more than sustenance, not You Busey sour weds and Hor when 

‘ to approach certain customers. Some you 
alone to the Ones: but to each can sell to at any time of the year, whereas 
individual fesiding in thegreat man- tho inaifrerent honey purchaser can only be 
ufacturing centers. reached successfully after a pay-day, or when 

R. C. Aikin, pp. 19, Jan. 11, takes the thermometer is Sonn to oe At your — 
cs competitor has good goods, always have a 

ae. of a phase ue human good word for him. Most of my product goes 

character, where he says; to Chicago, and by a careful study of my cus- 
& s tomers, giving them just what they want, 
‘Consumers will buy it candied, and liquefy = 

for themselves, and many want it candied ae ee ee ee eas 
when spread on their bread. Peoplebuynew 7 Cun Pre tiv here is in it. I 
things because they are always wanting ore i s a < 

“something new.” and if ’tis new to buy can- Sell yicoos Cote ore miCee nevou the 
died honey they will do it and soon learn to the detects of ay ee a noe oy. 

molt it. Isell my extracted honey in lard- — © Compete with South Water street, or the 
pails nicely painted and stenciled—that is, I ee ay suc iest ay tae used to—now our pails are lithographed. This | cero eure 
isthe choapest package aad nico, and with in the down-town district, as I have a large 

the honey candied. ‘there is no drip or leak seas iene there, 00 Pe annee at crete 
5 % a * sonally. Lusually go tosuch places where I 

1n my home market the prices are very close 50P™ 5 
o ant of granulated aaeae the rece oe am either known, or I might know their forty- 

eoldewhontenadiadsel a en PUT LIQUID second cousin’s aunt; if I am not acquainted, 

aORae TR Renee iy Nocer celisinignt T will tell them that I know their relative, 
along, and is fist becoming i Spl ae 8 and explain my business. I usually have a 

. i few sample bottles of honey, and some of my 

E. E. Hasty comments on this ee ae en ee ae ney 
Sis . Ane will be most effective. lo not then make 

Pataee aph in these words: asale and get some encouragement, I will 
“It’s true that people like new ideas, when call again later. Politeness, appearance and 

informed that they are new, and saying, modesty doa great dealin getting a proper 

“This’s a new plan; we let you melt your own interview, which is one-half in getting them 

honey, and buy it so much cheaper,’ is quite interested and-emaking a new customer, who, 

likely to go to the spot.” Page 18. with proper treatment, will be instrumental 

* : in getting some of his friends. Twelve pounds 

H. M. Arnd es a Chi of honey is considered « gallon, but my custo- © 
cago convention wit! ‘e following mers get nearly thirteen pounds. You will 
on the subject of ‘Creating a De- find it pays to be liberal with yourcustomers. 
mand for and Marketing Honey.” Always rectify any mistakes, even if you lose 

cgi at the time, for it will pay in the end, as a 

Sele Cgareae Saree oon i e to any man.” 
consumer at a good price, if you go at it in 

the right way. A manshould be neatly but Prof. E. N. Eaton read a paper 

plainly dressed, as his appearance goes farin on ‘‘Honey as Food,” of which the 
impressing the purchaser that he hasthegen- following are extracts: 
uine article from his own apiary. Hemust be = 
“up in his business,” always willing and ready “The food value of sugar has been under- 

to answer the hundred and one questions that estimated in the past. Children are even to-
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day discouraged from eating candy, which mother. Whoso curseth father and mother, 

their system craves, and are usually obliged let him die the death. 

to content themselves with penny goods and 6. Thou shalt not kill—neither thyself by 

other cheap and inferior sweets. And this in overmuch worriment, neither thy bees by 

the face of the fact that nature has given her  overmuch neglect in the fall, neither thy Gen- 
most emphatic approval of sugaras food by tile neleh Dor Uy ovemauce oe i 4 

ing itine st 2 i Hf 7. Thou shalt not commit adulteration— 
pia tae ty ie alinostialt suimal pecreuoue toe neither at the glucose barrel; neither shalt 
the young. It occurs in predominant quan- thou accomplish a similar thing by extract- 
tity in the milk of all mammalia; in human ing thine honey toosoon, , a 
kind, constituting over one-half of the entire be S ae oe vac Sey eee al 
solids, and double the amount of any other pe pure, and clean, and ripe. 
constituent. The sugars are the mostavaila- 9. hon ete pean alee was in i 

e ata 9 er ac vor of thine hobby—for fe same is false wit- 
ble of the heat and energy producers. Recent  jocs against. thy neighbor. Behold he will 
investigations in Germany, France and Italy try to ride thine hobby, and fall bleeding by 
have shown that sugar acts as an immediate eA ake os eS 

ig : Sineectr . ou shalt not covet for an out-apiary 
invigorator when fed to persons in extreme thy neighbor's range; neither shalt thine eye 
fatigue. People at extremely hard work im- be evil toward thy Gentile neighbor's few 
mediately feel the recuperating effect of asu- He periber Spel eng cover the boner ty 

ar die’ 5 ter! es Ne v , ine heart sha e 
gar diet. The governments of Germany and janoe toward every creature; for, behold, the 
the United States have added sugar to the ra~ same God which made the insect and the an- 
tions of their soldiers.” gel, made thee.” 

: i s 
On which E. E. Hasty comments Naptown, Dreamland. F 

in this wise: See 
Fruit Tree Pests. 

See a ae The life of the average fruit grower 
Prof. Eaton, on page 25, says a nobly forci- and farmer seems to be a constant 

ble thing when he tells how almost all people struggle against almost countless in- 

try to repress children’s appetite for sweet— —_ sect: pests. However, for such as attack 
right in the face of the fact that more than and injure the tree trunks, there is a 

half the solid contents of mother’s milkissu- most highly endorsed remedy in Ot- 

gar. Who will manage it to inform the Crea- well’s Tree Paint, patented and manu- 

tor that He didn’t know what children need?” —factured by W. B. Otwell, of Carlin- 

n . al Oe _ ville, Ills., whose ad is found elsewhere 
The Apicultural Ten Command in this paper. Mr. Otwell in advertis- 

ments as revised by Hasty also ap- ing his paint, makes the statement that 
pear in the same article. I give he was ‘born in an orchard;” not liter- 
them in full: ally of course, but evidently intimating 

that all his life he has been intimately 
THE APICULTURAL ‘“CEN COMMANDMENTS.” acquainted with his subject. He is 
Ten bee-keeping sins are held up to our view making 2 special offer for agents at this 

on page 42; and of course the apicultural ten es sneeaers inducements by quoting . 

commandments would be the “thou shalt Temarkably, low prices. - We under 
nots” of these ten. This critie kicks—won’t fie : a aes Rian oe Underiakey 
accept them short of opening the Arkandsee- 5 Oe ae u tack ticle BENG done we 
ing them on the stone tables. No.4 is not a eae seen Just puis ee be- 
sin,'and7.8and 9.are.quite debatable. He ‘Fe the active spring work sets in, 
moves the following substitute. ey or our poner coud Spar 8 

1. Thou shalt have no other craft parorn fime and ‘coin’ a few extra dollars. 
a heed. The matter is worth investigation. 

2. Thou shalt not bow down toother crafts, oe rene Eee fdas Bnet oe 
by calling thine own craft, “Fussin@ with ee ae eg 4 
Hees RR 

3. Thou shalt not say naughty words when Fy i, i eadquarters in Chica; : 
thy bees salute thee, neither when they cross nA B Sj a go : 

thine expectations, neither when they clean DERES SUPP IS 
out thy nuclei. Fe Poet opens 4 

4. Remember and have a Sabbath corner in Bone Fore ages ae 
thy soul for somm other things beside bees. If not now a subscriber, send for free 
Thou mayest have bees on the brain, but not Sample copy of the weekly American Bee 

on the whole of thy brain. Journac. For catalog or sample, address, ‘ 

5. Honor the bee-book, which is as thy GEO. W. YORK & CO., 
father, and the bee-paper, which is as thy 118 Michigan St., Chicago, Ills. i
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EDITORIAL. the old factories in the past year, and >. 

2 See we will not be able to take care of the 

‘ trade if the bulk of the orders come at 
4 er 5 

The Progressive BeexKeeper. the last moment. We advise bee- 
A journal devoted to Bees, Honey and Kin- keepers to buy goods now. They will 

dred Industries. P ee 
Terms: Fifty cents per year, in advance. be no cheaper in a month or two months 

R. B. Leany, eas hence, when you will need them, and 

G. M. DooLiTrLe, gies: tors perhaps can’t get them promptly. 

aa 0a a On 

WE call attention to Mr. J. W. oe ae = Ee fo 
Kubn’s advertisement of Siberian mil- pipiens pera ies 
let seed on another page of this issue. “The Western Bee-Keeper was the name of 
We received a sample of this seed, and a new bee- paper started in the west a year or 

Seat a indecd We beli soago. We learn that it has recently turned 
ibuecwery< fine “indeed: e€ beheve its subscription list (?) over to the PROGRESS- 
there are many localities in the west sive Bre-Kuzrer. We did not announce its 
where this millet could be-grown with  2dvent, as we ues to ae wherein it had suf- 

fig ee ficient merit. It certainly was no credit to ~ 
rsiderabi : 

corsiderabie success and profit the printer’s art, and we failed to see where it. 

Segoe could be of much advantage to anybody—not 

WE have received a very finesmoker even toits publisher. This latter opinion has 
from Mr. T. F. Bingham, of Farwell, now been verified, by its giving up the effort.” 

Mich. The metal part of this smoker We do not admire this style of jump- 
is made entirely-of brass. For beauty ing onto something that is dead. Bro. 

and durability there is no smoker on York's further ee ona new 7 Dee- 

the market today that will equal it.  fhend them to the careful consideration 
We call attention toMr. Bingham’s ad- of those who have in mind the publica- 
vertisement of thissmoker on another — tion of a bee journal. 

page. “While it really is none of our affair, we 
eens can’t help feeling sorry for the poor, misguid- 

a ed people who think there is money to be 
AT the present writing the supply pane i publishing BOW Wee Papers ‘n about 
Be ise . ? ‘orty-nine cases out 0: ty the: @ 

business is nothing to boast of, but we to be eae anda snare, Biswepie mee 
ic r ; we shall see new bee-papers in the future as Es an ane died Sone inthe past—with about the usual result.” 

a P sh busi- . i : Don’t do it, fi ff i 
ness to that date, or to March, 1899. up voce sueplus tnoney able 
Bees have wintered well, there has glad to get someone to help you let go. 

been plenty rain nearly everywhere to The PROGRESSIVE was run at a loss 
insure a good honey crop, and we pre- three years before we assumed control. 

dict a hig supply business in the near Micron kets 10s On ee ey g u years; then two or three years more it 
future. Ba barely paid expenses; and now after 

SE Saas - ample experience we are satisfied that 
WE do not remember a time in the the same money and time invested in 

history of our business when we have most any other legitimate business, 
received so many encouraging reports a ee 
choy... Vedi ccncaber 10 bey 

received one report where bees haye ROYAL POULTRY AND BEE FARM. 
come through the winter in bad shape, Wallace's honey Batherers, You oan handle 
or | f 7 hem without gloves. uve won five times at 
oR, Ons aS colonies of oO. moment. state fair. Our poultry has been in warm 

ees have wintered well’”’ seems to be sores t6 aaene Aueoa SE: eed Ital- (=~; 
5 jans, $2.00; Choice Breeders, $3.00. ». per 

the unanimous report. Later on there 1B. ight Branmas, sib; Bartnidge Costing ; 
wi ms . 50; ac! angshans, $1.50. Brown Leg- 
oo ee ee! horns, $1.00, Write for circulars, S 

“ rease in 6 Thomas Wallace & Sons, Clayton, Ills. ‘ a g eared number of factories or the capacities of References, Bartlett & Miller, Clayton, Ills. i
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10-Inch BEES AND QUEENS 
Second=Hand Three Apiaries—Three Races. 
Foundation Mill Either Golden Italians, 3-Band Italians 
For Sale ——=" or Holy Lands. = 

= see SS a See 

A: : We secured our stock regardless of cost, 

We have just taken in a second “Rear queens by the best known methods. 
460 Sete This iil fas 34-inch Queen rearing is our specialty. We 

ite ae San Botton Rousset have been at it for years. Our Mr. 
ehiak: ioc onndation eoniés off H. H. Hyde will have charge of 

this de nent. 
so easy. and from the looks of the ua MevRe eas 

wl ee Ao TEtgeAe eee We want the address of every bee-keeper 

mill is $30.00 aa Wwe will take 127 0Uraueen circular, which gives prices on 
$18.00 for iton cars at Higgins. PeeSnd queens, besides valuable information 
Wille iia dees ifilo Ovee on queen rearing, swarming. etc. We are also 

halt? m0. v headquarters for Root’s supplies for the 

BEsee. = Southwest. 
We also have one second-hand six- prices, either race, for June, July, August 

inch mill for making extra thin foun- and September—Untested queens, each 75 cts, 
dation, and one second-hand ten-inch se — see gneene. a $1.25,-6 for $6.75. 

< . : ae other months—Untested $1 each or 6 for 

mill for making medium BE penU Brood: $5.00; tested queens, $1.50 or 6 for $8.00. Dis- 

These are for sale cheap. Write for counts forquanties. Select tested and breed- 
prices. ing queens a specialty. 

LEAHY MFG. Co., 0. P_ HYDE & SON, Hutto, Tex. 
Higginsville, N02 a 

WW Bear in Mind 
——_—_—<<=__ a ae SS 

is the time to subscribe for the Ste et eG 
PROGRESSIVE. «....2.2.22502-c¢stecse seco ate 

ONLY 50C A YEAR. mF 

—————— If you are needing bee supplies of any 
kind—makes no difference what if is— 

FARMER BEE-KEEPERS! you Can save time and money by sending 
for our 1900 illustrated 40-page catalog of 

ee eee ee eer Bipphies: Beane 2 
si % : ve get our supplies from the A. I. Root 

Try that grand new forage plant, Co. a can lot: can furnish them prompt- 
. . . ly atlow freightrates. Therearea num- 

The Siberian Millet, . ber of improvements in 1900 make-up of 
¥ supplies. Ve have the Danzenbaker 

Superior to all others. Withstands ives in stock als: . N 
drouth like cane. Yields’ heavily; hay Rives :insiadle 4160. Bate se 
of finest quality; very early, and re- abe 
quires only 14 bushel of seed per acre. ye 
i eae aan 21. De ne x 

jacks (2-bu.), 15c each extra. Circular . 7 
und sample of seed free. John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Mo. 

Khel ———_— 
tT handle also Golden Beauty Corn. don’t neglect to men- 
Amber Cane and German Millet; also im- tion the PROGRESSIVE 
proved Golden Italian Bees and Queens. Ber KEEPER when an- 
Circulars free. swering advertisers. 

X ),. Gee HE BEST i: eee OTWELL’S TREE PAINT [S, che BEST 
SNNGAVSEROES| Borers, Sun Scald, Rabbits, Mice and Vermin and make trees bear young, Used on Millions 

VY SPM | of trees in every state and GUARANTEED never to injure a tree. Patented by aman who was bern in 
peroRe y an orchard iE Set 0, oer you send one facile for a sample gallon, | by express, which 

HAA | paints i. make big money ani 
il FTA) (ED Senos your seighvors selling my patse, ‘Get contol of your temtorg-as once. Cieulas tell"one hundred 

BS AL JM G22 | times as much asthisad andare FREE... Address W..B. OTWELL, Patentes, Onrlinyitle. Ht, 
§2 Please mentionthe “Progressive” in answering this advertisement.
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‘} Made to Order. “B h B X “§ k pe | Made to order." Bingham Brass Smokers, 
A made of sheet-brass, which does not rust of burn out, should last a lifetime. 

You need one, but they cost 25c more than tin of the same size. The little. 
pen cut shows our brass hinge put on the three larger sizes. No wonder. 

i Bingham’s 4-inch Smoke Engine goes without puffing, and 3 

4 Does Not Drop Inky Drops. 2 
i; The perforated steel fire-grate has 381 holes to air the fuel and support the 
i fire. Prices, Heavy Tin Smoke Engine, four-inch Stove, per mail, $1.50; 3%- 
: ~ineh,-$L10; three-inch, $1.00; 24inch, 90¢; two inch, 65c. 

‘ BINGHAM SMOKERS ‘ 
_® are the original, and have all the improvements, and have been the STANDARD OF EX- 
)— CELLENCE for 22 years. t 

; I have used Bingham Smokers ever since they first came out. Working from three to y 
-}) seven hundred colonies twelve months in the year. I ought tc know what is required in, 
‘} asmoke The Doctor3% inch just received fills the bill. Respectfully, 

| = O. W. Osporn. . 

= Mt. Pleasant, Mich., Aug. 7th. 1896, 
Dear Sir—Smdkers came O. K.. They are the best I have ever seen; sell like hot cakes. 

Respectfully, WM. BAMBU. 

: With a Bingham Smoker that will hold a quart ofsound'maple wood, :the pao keepers 
| tfials are all over fora long time. Who ever heard of a Bingham Smoker that was too large 
| or did not give perfect satisfaction. The world’s most scientific and largest comb honey 

" producers use Bingham Smokers and Knives. The same is true of the world’s largest pro- 

ducers of extracted honey. Before buying a smoker or knife hunt up its record and pedigree. 

| Please mention the ‘ Progressive.” T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, Mich.- 

MANY IMPROVEMENTS THIS-YEAR.. 

1... eee ee ee 

ee i, ee ee 
Dp eee ee ee aes glee Sie Ses 
oS Se SSeS ee gg : 
io Se eS ee 

: nape ee FLL VEcrTE Leeann |. Nd | Rh Mee Se gia careeeteg [_ ARE HOUSE De | 
|) | Weaepee Site y | LEAH Y_M FC. CO_ aga cp) a eee me ay | 

ac | SOI A eee Fala t Us| 

| eee TN ee ae 
Nee Oe tye | a ee ee flcgieeteme | * 

| jetta ii ee eS 
| ee a 

eu ee 

J We have made many improvements this year in the manufacture of bee supplies. ° 
The following are some of them: Our hives are made of one grade better lumber than 
heretofore, und all that are sent out under ournew prices, will be supplied with separators 

|. and nails. ‘The Telescope hive has a new bottom board, which is a combination of hive 
_. stand and bottom board, and is supplied with slatted tinned separators, The Eigpingyle 

j Smoker is much improved, is larger than heretofore, ind better materialis used all through. 
Our Latest Process Foundation has no equal, and our highly polished sections aresuperb in- 
deed. Send 5c for sample copy of these two articles, and-be convinced. The Daisy Founda- 
tion Fastener—well, it isa daisy now, sure See with‘a poeket to catch the ae wax, 
and atreadle so it can be worked by the foot. Prices as low as conservative; considering 

~ the big advance in raw material. Te you have not received our new catalogue, send for it 
_at_once, Sample copy of the PRogRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER free. Address, 7 

q T Higginsville, Mo. LEAHY MFG. CO., gettsitosic, tis. eae S 9? Omaha; Neb.
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ae AGENTS WANTED 
% to make up clubs for § 

é HOME AND FARM, : 
ste the brightest, biggest and best paper a 
3 for the household and farm. Send Tf, 

3 for sample copies and Premium List, He | 

Ed showing the attractive premium and # u 

4 cash commission offers. Subscrip- Ed % 

3 tions easily taken where the paper is Z %) 
3 introduced. Address,............. Bd 
ae a 

x HOME AND FARM, Po 3 mie 
x LOUISVILLE, ky. * 

: Please mention the ‘‘Progressive.” ; 

ye gt 
che ate te ahi he ate aha he ah She he Se He he whe le he ha he ale ate ate whe hale 

es 
PAPAL INGA ENGINGINILNSINIENEINIEND) : © Bees, Queens and Nuclei. 

Having disposed of my Supply Bus- 

Western Beeman en | 
=. Se ponnitencidra cnet sate (as Apiarists...... ee 

pees: and what pleased customers and 
Gavees: say about my Bees and fs 

will'save time and money Pee eS 

by buying their......-..... E. T. eee ae ori 
St, Clair Go., Bélleville, Ills, the 

onl 

# SUPPLIES * 3 Sheen cece” QUEEN BEES. Fe 
ae a he CIS TEILE |. LLG , Le afore Cn Tae bs 

ug. and Sept. wae, |B 75 | $4 25] § 8 00 plete 
All oth nasa q Q Barteldes & Co. ¢ scigsn |S) Sa able 
My queen are all bred from selected stock, 

‘ and are bred for beauty and business. Denver, Colo ae ae 

" We make a specialty of Wilson Co. Fairview, Tex. 

Leahy Mfg. Co.’s products. ee 

; 3B Albino Queens. 
New 20-page descriptive If you want the most prolific eens, the 

price-list free. pertapaney eathanors, tne Lest com 
try my Albinos. Untested Queens, $1.00. 

3 J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
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‘The editor of the Bee- Keepers’ Review, in July last, spent nearly three weeks with 

note-book and camera among the bee-keepers and supply-manufacturers of Wisconsin, 
bringing home with him many items of interest and value, and about forty views of apia 
ries, hives, factories, etc., all of which will eventually find their way into the Review. Ar- 

rangements have also been made with some Of the best bee-keepers of Wisconsin to de- 

_ } scribe in the Review, before the opening of another season, the methods whereby they have 

_ | been so successful. 

3 
5 2 
: 2 
E 2. 
. ©. 
; 
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. e ‘ 

. 
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= 

r 3 
= : se 

Ss ; 
ne Lhave found it profitable in the end, to make some extra offer in order that bee-keepers 

i may be induced to subscribe for the Review, and thus become acquainted with its merits 

ps, {As such an inducement, nothing has given better satisfaction than the offer of back num 

ny Pers of the Review. Back numbers of the Review are different from those of newspapers 
iq |ud some journals‘ The information that they contain is just as valuable now as when 
.. }irst published. Each issue of the Review, especially if devoted to the discussion of some 

special topic as is the case with all ‘of the copies printed during the first five or six years 

of its existence, is really a little pamphlet containing thé best thoughts and experience of 

the best men upon the topic under discussion. Some issues are now out of print; of others 

__ | "ly a few remain; while of others there is still a good stock upon hand. Instead of letting 

— [these back numbers lie on my shelves gathering dust year after year, I think it better to ? 

use them in getting new subscribers, and, at the same time, have them out doing good. I 

hall, therefore, as long as these back numbers hold out, send 12 of them free to each one 

2 |Vho sends me $1.00 for the Review for 1900. Not only this, but all subscribers for 1900 will 

~ {get the Review the rest of this year free. The selection of these back numbers must be 

8 0) [left with me; but I will see to it that no two are alike. Tobe sure that Tam understood, 

a let me tell it again: Send me $1.00, and I will send you twelve back numbers of the Re 

— lew, then the Review for the rest of this year, and for all of next year. 
ack, 

@ 
Y, © 
‘ex. © 
° © 
oe © 
TE © 

© 
© 

, the ib W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan. 
Ow! 
$1.00.



WE MAKE A...... F i N 
7S==SSPECIALTY OF : j 

SPIPE IPCI 

Being located in the great BASSWOOD timber belt of Wisconsin; 

admitted by all to be the best for making sections. 

YOOPE OFC 

A GENERAL LINE OF BEE-KEEPERS’ SUPPLIES, 

In stock, and at prices with the times. . Write for Catalogue and 
prices, Free. 

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO. 
MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN. 

Please mention the ‘Progressive in answering this advertisement. 

‘ } Atpaanansinanasananns ARRAS RRS ARR RR RRA DADRA nane mn dee 
4 es ' 
‘ TEN YEARS OLD! r 

i That was the age of , 

i THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER, ; 
4 \ 
4 on January 1st, 1900. It is now under the editorial charge of + 
i Mr. H. &. Hill, and is regarded as strictly uptodate. Sendfor + 

a sample copy, and we are sure you will subscribe (0 cents a — * 
5 year). Also get our catalog of Bee Supplies, free. Our prices ‘ 

are low, and our goods are the best. Address, ‘ 

‘ THE W.T. FALCONBAR MBG. CO., Jamestown,N. Y. f 
; 

oe eee eee eee eee ree rere rere ere 
4 5 
eg ee 

J.W.R & Co, Mexico,M . W.ROUSE G CO, MEXICO, MO. 
Apiarian Supplies, Bees and Queens. 

> : o> 
THE = Z Latest Improved Hives, | 
MODEL ie a ear Gane Hounaus ae ! 

SIEROUSE &¢C 0, “Sse fit Smokers, Bee Veils, and all | 
COOP, . re a cae [ a kind of supplies, at low } 

a et die / Dh eka aa whe: ap hi on ee Ih, eee A beautiful 28-page catalog. free. 

7) id (Lab. = ll co The “Amateur Bee-Keeper,” 
of el aa an 80-page book for beginners: fully 
A RAT, CAT AND VARMINT PROOF. illustrated. By mail, 25 cts. 

: mene nailed, and five packed 
/ inside. making six coops: ship I W R rab 

ae at low rates. Price, $3.50. 
“Se Mlustrated cireular free. ’ * OSE 0.
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